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We have performed molecular dynamics 共MD兲 simulation of the thermal denaturation of one protein
and one peptide—ubiquitin and melittin. To identify the correlation in dynamics among various
secondary structural fragments and also the individual contribution of different residues towards
thermal unfolding, principal component analysis method was applied in order to give a new insight
to protein dynamics by analyzing the contribution of coefficients of principal components. The
cross-correlation matrix obtained from MD simulation trajectory provided important information
regarding the anisotropy of backbone dynamics that leads to unfolding. Unfolding of ubiquitin was
found to be a three-state process, while that of melittin, though smaller and mostly helical, is more
complicated. © 2007 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2796165兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Folding of proteins is a complex phenomenon. Specific
three-dimensional structures of proteins originate via a
myriad of conformational changes. According to classical
protein folding theory, the process occurs via the formation
of a nearly sequential series of discrete intermediates.1–3
However, the energy landscape theory describes the phenomenon as sequential progressive organization of an assembly
of partially folded structures through which protein gets its
natively folded structure.4–10 Specific three-dimensional protein structure evolves from the heterogeneity of the protein
chain. Relative orientations and positioning of the residues
lead to a difference in the energy distribution and this, in
turn, enable some folded structures to be more stable than
others.
Characterization of the pathway of protein unfolding
process is one of the most popular targets in modern science.
Molecular dynamics 共MD兲 simulation, coupled with experimental results, has been extensively used to gain insight into
the problem. Three main techniques have been applied so far,
which are denaturation by thermal/mechanical perturbation,
biased-sampling free-energy method,11–13 and targeted molecular dynamics.14,15 The main problem with MD simulation is the time needed to study protein dynamics. The accessible simulation times on the order of hundreds of
nanoseconds are much shorter than the micro to millisecond
time scales at which folding/unfolding of proteins occur.
Several attempts have been made to increase the molecular
dynamics simulation time scale.16–18
Our work is based on the use of principal component
analysis 共PCA兲,19 which is also known as Karhunen-Loeve
expansion. It is a technique to reduce the number of degrees
of freedom. Karplus and Kushick introduced this
method,20,21 under the name “quasiharmonic analysis,” to the
protein research community. By this method, molecular dya兲
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namics trajectories can be explained satisfactorily in terms of
small number of variables 共essential degrees of freedom兲.
Interestingly, less than 5% of all degrees of freedom can
describe more than 90% of the total atomic motion by PCA
or singular value decomposition.19,22–24 The residues whose
contributions are important in the formation and stability of
different structural elements can be identified by PCA. The
covariance matrix,19,22,25–28 whose diagonalization gives
PCA, is important in describing the pathway of the dynamic
process and the relation between the movements of different
regions of the molecule during the process. Several works
have already been performed utilizing PCA to identify protein dynamics.29–33 The objective of our work is to identify
the following:
共i兲
共ii兲
共iii兲
共iv兲

All the relevant structural changes leading to unfolding at atomic resolution;
contribution of the individual residues towards the
global dynamics;
correlation/anisotropy in the dynamics leading to local disruption of native contacts; and
the weak native contacts which are crucial to maintain
the three-dimensional structure.

We have applied the technique here to two biologically
important molecules—共1兲 ubiquitin and 共2兲 melittin.
Ubiquitin, a small globular protein, has been monitored
extensively as a model system for investigating the factors
governing the stability of proteins for the past twenty years.
In recent years, the kinetic model of folding for ubiquitin has
become somewhat controversial as both the two-state
共native–unfolded兲 and three-state 共native–intermediate–
unfolded兲 models of folding have been reported.34–38 Many
papers have been published on the possibility of transition of
folding pathway from two-state to three-state fashion, which
might be due to the effect of stabilizing salts39 or low
temperature.40 We had shown earlier41 that, during the unfolding of ubiquitin, two transition states are visited: One
resembles the well known “A” state and the other containing
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only the N-terminal ␤-hairpin and a part of the ␣-helix. In
our present study, we have given a complete picture of the
stability order of the different structural fragments of the
protein along with their contribution to the unfolding dynamics. We have also answered whether the motion of different
structural parts of the protein are correlated or not. We have
characterized the local fluctuations that lead to the destabilization of the three-dimensional arrangements leading to unfolding of the protein. We have shown that unfolding, and
hence folding, of ubiquitin is a three-state process which has
also been shown recently from mass spectroscopic
analysis.42 The unfolding potential energy funnel shows that
there is no reverse energy barrier between the so-called “A
state” and unfolded state of ubiquitin.
In the membrane-bound bioactive form, melittin adopts
an alpha-helical conformation with two helices, which are at
an angle of 120° to each other.43 Transition of the structure of
melittin from random coil to helix is of immense importance
in biological sciences. To investigate the contribution of each
of the residues towards the stability of the helical form and to
identify whether the helix-coil transition is a sequential or
parallel process, we have performed thermal unfolding of
melittin monomer at 450 K 共near Tm兲 using all-atom molecular dynamics simulation. Melittin is one of the shortest peptides having only ␣-helices as its secondary structure.

II. METHODS

All molecular dynamics simulations were performed using CHARMM22 force field and parameters. The native
structure of ubiquitin was obtained from protein data bank
共PDB code: 1UBQ兲. For simulation run, the starting structure
of the protein was immersed in a cubic box 共52⫻ 52
⫻ 52 Å3兲 of TIP3P water molecules, so that all water molecules with oxygen atoms less than 2.6 Å from the protein
were removed. The system was energy minimized using the
steepest descent method until the difference between the total
potential energies of the molecular system at consecutive energy minimization steps reaches a value of less than
0.001 kJ mol−1. A series of three simulations was carried out
in a periodic box of water with 2882 water molecules in the
NPT ensemble 共constant number of particles, pressure, and
temperature兲 at T = 373 K and P = 1 atm. An 8 Å cutoff was
applied to nonbonded interactions, and the particle-mesh
Ewald summation was applied to evaluate electrostatic interactions. The SHAKE algorithm was used to maintain the valence geometry of the water molecules. The simulations were
carried out for 18 ns and the integration time step was 2 fs.
For melittin, the “A” chain of the dimer obtained from the
protein data bank 共PDB code: 2MLT兲 was dissolved in a
orthorhombic box 共48⫻ 40⫻ 32 Å3兲 of 1531 water molecules of TIP3P water model. The rest of the simulation protocols are the same as mentioned above for ubiquitin. Three
simulations were carried out for 6.5 ns each at 450 K.
Covariance matrix was calculated for each of the two
systems. For this analysis, only the backbone C␣ atoms have
been considered. Each covariance matrix represents the cor-
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relation among the residues averaged over a particular trajectory 共18 ns for ubiquitin and 6.5 ns for melittin兲. This is
based on the following expression:
Cij = 具共xi − 具xi典兲共x j − 具x j典兲典,

共1兲

where 具 典 is the average over all data points. The protein
moves in a N-dimensional space, where N is three times the
number of atoms. Only a few degrees of freedom will contribute significantly to the global fluctuation of the protein.
Covariance or principal component has been used to find
these degrees of freedom. PCA can be obtained from covariance matrix by choosing an orthonormal matrix which diagonalizes Cij. Then the above equation can be written as
Cij = R diag共1,2, . . . ,N兲RT .

共2兲

The ith column of the matrix R is the eigenvector of principal mode corresponding to eigenvalue i. The eigenvalue is
the mean square fluctuation in the direction of the principal
mode. Contributions of individual C␣ atoms towards a particular principal component were calculated. As this contribution in principal components is the result of the fluctuation
of each C␣ atom in the x, y, and z directions 共in Cartesian
coordinate兲, fluctuations of each C␣ atom were resolved
along three orthogonal directions 共x , y , z兲 with respect to a
common frame. Maximum displacement of a particular C␣
atom is then plotted for first four PCs for ubiquitin and first
three PCs for melittin.
To draw the potential energy surface of the proteins, we
have calculated the root mean square deviation 共RMSD兲, Rg,
and potential energy of the system as a function of time for
all the three simulations of ubiquitin and melittin. Thus, for
each combinations of RMSD and Rg experienced by the protein, the potential energy values were assembled. We have
then used the ORIGIN program 共version 6.0兲 to generate the
three-dimensional data grid using correlation method. The
correlation method computes a new value for each cell in the
matrix from the values of the points in the adjoining cells in
the matrix that are included within the search radius. Thus
smoothness of the surface is achieved.
III. RESULTS

Results obtained from three different simulation trajectories are in good agreement for the respective systems. So
we have presented the analysis obtained from a single trajectory.
A. Ubiquitin

Ubiquitin is a small 76-residue globular protein. The
melting temperature of ubiquitin is 373 K. In its bioactive
form it has five beta strands—␤1共1 – 7兲, ␤2共10– 17兲,
␤3共40– 45兲, ␤4共48– 50兲, and ␤5共64– 72兲; and two different
kinds of helices—␣1共23– 34兲 and 310 helix共56–59兲—in its
bioactive form.44–46 A total of 54 ns of unfolding simulations
with explicit solvents have been recorded. We describe here
the independent as well as correlated inter-residue motions
based on cross-correlation matrix and the principal components obtained from them.47–49
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TABLE I. Survival times of the H bonds that are between different secondary structural fragments of ubiquitin. 共SC denotes side chain.兲

Contacts

␤1-␤2

Disappearance
共ns兲

Reappearance
共ns兲

M:1:SC–V:17:O
M:1:O–V:17:N
I:3:N–L:15:O
I:3:O–L:15:N
V:5:N–I:13:O
V:5:O–I:13:N
T:7:N–K:11:O
T:7:SC–K:11:N

13.81
13.85
14.18
Stable
Stable
Stable
10.26
10.26

11.60 共fluctuation兲
11.60 共fluctuation兲

R:42:SC–Q:49:SC
R:42:SC–Q:49:SC
L:43:O–L:50:N
F:45:N–K:48:O
F:45:O–K:48:N

0.69
0.67
0.92
1.91
0.8

Near 17 ns for 80 ps

␤1-␤5

Q:2:O–E:64:N
F:4:N–S:65:O
K:6:O–L:69:N
K:6:N–L:67:O
F:4:O–L:67:N

3.26
8.04
15.5
16.8
16.78

␤3-␤5

R:42:N–V:70:O
Q:40:O–R:72:N
I:44:O–H:68:N
I:44:N–H:68:O
R:42:O–V:70:N

␣1-␤2

E:34:SC–K:11:SC
E:34:SC–K:11:SC

␣1-␤3

K:27:O–Q:41:SC

␤4-␤4

FIG. 1. Root mean square deviation of different structural fragments of
ubiquitin at 373 K—from 共A兲 to 共G兲 we have RMSD values obtained in the
18 ns simulation of ubiquitin—共A兲 ␤1, 共B兲 ␤2, 共C兲 ␤3, 共D兲 ␤4, 共E兲 ␤5, 共F兲
␣-helix, and 共G兲 310 helix.

H bond

1. Root mean square deviation

To understand the unfolding process of Ubiquitin, backbone RMSD of each secondary structural element of the protein 共␤1, ␤2, ␤3, ␤4, ␤5, ␣1, and 310兲 was calculated as
compared to the native structure and plotted as a function of
time in Fig. 1. RMSDs of ␤1 and ␤2 retain a value of less
than 1 Å until towards the end where both increase. However, RMSD of ␤3 fluctuates near a constant value of 1.0 Å
starting from 0.3 Å, and after 14 ns of simulation, it reaches
a value close to 3.5 Å. Finally, it gets a value of 2.0 Å at the
end of simulation. RMSD of ␤5 increases from 0.5 to 2.0 Å
within 4 ns of simulation and fluctuates almost around it up
to 15 ns. Then a sudden increase is observed and the value
goes to near 4.5 Å. Up to 5 ns, RMSD of ␣1 remains near
0.5 Å, and after that, large fluctuations are observed 共maximum value of 3.5 Å at 12 ns兲. The feature is somewhat different for 310 helix, where RMSD is nearly constant with a
value of 0.5 Å up to 4 ns and then it increases suddenly to
1.0 Å. Another sharp jump in RMSD is observed just after
6 ns of simulation when the value of RMSD increases from
0.6 to 2.0 Å and remains constant till the end of simulation.
The course of events leading to the observed RMSD fluctuations is discussed later.

of the two helices. Time series of the number of the characteristic H bonds of the two helices at different time points
show that the i-共i + 4兲 H bond which is the characteristics of
␣-helix remains near a constant value of 6 fluctuating with a
deviation of ±2. But just after 7 ns of simulation, its value
decreases suddenly to a value of 3. After 8 ns, it again increases and then a gradual decrease in number of H bonds is
observed. But for the 310 helix, the number of H bonds involved in helix packing fluctuates from 0 to 2. The ␣-helix
has retained some residual helical nature even at the end of
the trajectory.

2. Hydrogen bond framework

3. Covariance analysis

All the secondary structural elements of ubiquitin are
connected to each other by a large number of hydrogen
bonds. Rigid hydrogen bond framework plays a key role in
the stability of the protein. Duration of existence of each
hydrogen bond in the simulation trajectory is summarized in
Table I 共H bonds between two secondary structures兲 and
Table II 共H bonds between loop regions with other secondary
structures or loops兲. We had observed similar trends in the
loss of hydrogen bond pattern in all the trajectories, though
the exact time points are slightly different. The sequence of
loss of different interfaces is apparent from these two tables.
An important aspect of ubiquitin unfolding is the dynamics

The covariance matrix for C␣ position fluctuations of
ubiquitin at 373 K with explicit water model is shown in Fig.
2. This includes both through-space and contact interactions.
The values of correlation are indicated at the right side of the
plot. Extent of correlations can be classified in three
ranges—共1兲 1–0.75, 共2兲 0.75–0.50, and 共3兲 0.50–0.25 共called
as high, moderate, and weak correlations, respectively兲. The
residues of ␤1 and ␤2 are highly correlated with each other
and also with the residues of ␤5. The terminal residues of ␤5
are correlated with the ␤3 and ␤4 but the values are smaller.
The white regions indicate low correlation. As expected, all
the portions of ubiquitin are not strongly correlated with each

3.36 and 10.44
3.08 and 10.32
7.24
7.92
10.44

7.2
7.2

2.7 and 6.04
2.7 and 6.04

4.04
4.04

2.15
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TABLE II. Survival times of the H bonds that are not only between different
secondary structural fragments of ubiquitin. 共SC denotes side chain.兲

H bond
Hydrogen bonds
that are not
between two
secondary
structural
elements of
ubiquitin

T:14:SC–T:14:O
D:21:O–L:56:N

Disappearance
共ns兲
Stable
1.67

T:22:N–N:25:SC 2.02 and 13.53
T:22:O–N:25:N
I:23:N–R:54:O
K:27:SC–R:54:SC
I:36:O–Q:41:SC
P:37:O–Q:40:N
P:38:O–Q:41:N
D:39:O–R:72:SC
E:51:SC–R:54:SC
E:51:SC–R:54:SC
T:55:N–D:58:SC
T:55:O–D:58:N
S:57:O–N:60:SC
K:63:SC–E:64:SC
K:63:O–S:65:N
R:72:SC–R:74:O
R:72:SC–R:74:O
R:74:SC–G:76:SC
R:74:SC–G:76:SC

Reappearance
共ns兲

11.32

13.88
1.87
1.69
2.92
3.26 and 11.21
Near 7 and 10
0.99
2.81 and 8.98
8.54
3.12
3.12
3.33
6.01
From the beginning
Fluctuating
3.00
15.34 共fluctuates兲
15.34 共fluctuates兲
Fluctuating
Fluctuating

other. ␣1 of ubiquitin is not correlated with any other part of
the protein and this fact has important consequence on the
ubiquitin unfolding as discussed later.
4. Principal component analysis

To analyze the unfolding dynamics of the protein, PCs
have been considered 共leaving the first six components for
translational and rotational degrees兲. More than 90% of the

atomic motions are included in these principal components
共figure not shown兲. The plot of PCs as a function of time
共figure not shown兲 indicates that PC1, PC2, and PC4 contribute from the beginning of the dynamics and PC3 contributes
towards the end. No large fluctuation was observed for PC5
and was not considered for further analysis. Contributions of
individual C␣ atoms towards a particular principal component are obtained after the diagonalization of the covariance
matrix. The diagonal values contain components of the displacement of the individual atoms along three Cartesian
axes. The coefficients corresponding to PC1 to PC4 for individual residues of the protein were calculated and resolved in
three orthogonal directions. The maximum values of the coefficients along any of the three directions were plotted
against the residue number 共figure not shown兲.
In case of PC1, the ␤ sheets mostly contribute with ␤1,
␤2, ␤3, and ␤5 having +ve displacement along a particular
direction, whereas ␤4 moves in opposite direction along a
different axis. The residues of C terminus show alternative
+ve and −ve bars of high magnitude of coefficients indicating disruption of the ␤3 / ␤4 and ␤4 / ␤5 interfaces. PC2 gets
contribution from the ␣-helix movement as well as very anisotropic movement of the C terminus. The contribution of
PC3 increases drastically after 14 ns and we can see highly
anisotropic dynamics in the residues from 20 to 76. The
movements of ␤1 and ␤2 are also along the opposite directions. Interestingly, this direction gets reversed in PC4 leaving the ␤1 / ␤2 interface more or less intact.

B. Melittin

Melittin is a 26-residue amphipathic peptide. The melting point of melittin is 448– 455 K 共175– 182 ° C兲. In its
bioactive form, it has two helices and a turn as its secondary
structural counterparts. The helices are from residue numbers
1–11 and 14–26.43,47–49 Unfolding of melittin was studied at
three different temperatures—300, 450, and 550 K by MD
simulation. For analysis, only the unfolding trajectories at
450 K 共simulation time of 6.5 ns兲 has been taken into account. At 300 K, the peptide chain does not completely unfold for several nanoseconds. At 550 K, the unfolding is very
rapid 共unfolds within 1 ns兲; as a result, the gradual change in
the native structure of the polypeptide cannot be analyzed
clearly. The trajectory at 450 K is a good one to study the
unfolding process as it is also the transition temperature of
melittin. Three independent trajectories with explicit water
model 共each of 6.5 ns兲 were obtained.

1. Root mean square deviation

FIG. 2. Correlation matrix of ubiquitin obtained at 373 K averaged over
total simulation time. Cross-correlation matrix or covariance of C␣ atoms of
ubiquitin calculated from explicit water simulation, value of correlation between the C␣ atoms decreases from black to white, and different ranges of
the values are indicated in the adjacent column. The secondary structures are
marked along the two axes.

RMSDs of ␣1, ␣2, and turn were plotted against simulation time 共Fig. 3兲. RMSD of ␣2 fluctuates from
0.25 to 2.25 Å almost up to 2 ns. Within this period of time,
RMSD of the turn is near 1.0 Å with occasional fluctuation,
and after that, it decreases from 1.5 to 0.5 Å. RMSD of ␣1
lies near 3.0 Å. However, after 2 ns, RMSD of ␣2 suddenly
increases from a value near 1.0 to 3.0 Å and then it increases
gradually to almost 4.0 Å.
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FIG. 3. Root mean square deviation of three important structural fragments
of melittin as a function of simulation time.

2. Hydrogen bond framework

The survival time of i-共i + 4兲 hydrogen bond was calculated for both helices of melittin 共Table III兲. It fluctuates
rapidly for ␣1 with time. The number of those hydrogen
bonds lies within 1–4 for ␣1 and finally it becomes zero. But
for ␣2, it lies within 4–8 which decreases rapidly after 2 ns
of simulation. For both the helices, hydrogen bonds show a
fluctuating nature from 4 to 6 ns.
3. Covariance analysis

Melittin took about 6.5 ns to unfold completely at
450 K. We have calculated covariance matrix where information is averaged over total simulation time 共Fig. 4兲. The
motions of the residues of ␣1共1 – 11兲 are highly correlated
TABLE III. Survival times of the H bonds of melittin.

H bonds
G:1:O–V:5:N
I:2:O–L:6:N
G:3:O–K:7:N
Hydrogen bonds
between the
A:4:O–V:8:N
residues of melittin
V:5:O–L:9:N
L:6:O–T:10:N
V:8:O–TG12:N
V:8:O–L:13:N
G:12:O–L:16:N
L:13:O–I:17:N
P:14:O–S:18:N
A:15:O–W:19:N
L:16:O–I:20:N
I:17:O–K:21:N
S:18:O–R:22:N
W:19:O–K:23:N
I:20:O–R:24:N
K:21:O–Q:25:N
R:22:O–Q:26:N

Disappearance
共ns兲

Reappearance
共ns兲

0.33, 3.75 and 5.87 3.44, 5.23
0.32, 3.76 and 5.88 3.15, 5.23
0.44 and 6.14
1.55
0.44 and 6.13
1.17
6.11
6.11
5.91
0.88 and 5.96
2.00
Fluctuating
Fluctuating
Fluctuating
Fluctuating
Fluctuating
5.64
2.63 and 5.79
3.02
2.53 and 2.51
3.02
2.22 and 5.51
5.03
2.14
2.06

FIG. 4. Correlation matrix of melittin obtained at 450 K averaged over total
simulation time. Cross-correlation matrix or covariance of C␣ atoms of
melittin calculated from explicit water simulation, value of correlation between the C␣ atoms decreases from black to white, and different ranges of
the values are indicated in the adjacent column. The secondary structures are
marked along the two axes.

having magnitude in the range of 0.80–0.99, whereas other
parts of melittin 共mainly the residues of the ␣2兲 are correlated with the helix1 by a value of 0.60–0.80.
4. Principal component analysis

It was observed that three principal components contribute nearly 90% of the total dynamics. The plot of three principal components against simulation time 共figure not shown兲
indicates that PC1 and PC2 have the maximum contribution
towards unfolding. Initial dynamics was governed by PC1
and, after that, PC2 adds to it. PC3 has little effect at the
beginning, but the extent increases towards later part of the
trajectory. As has been done for ubiquitin, the coefficients of
PC1, PC2, and PC3 in the three perpendicular directions
were calculated for all of the residues of melittin, and the
maximum of the values for each residue corresponding to
each principal component were plotted 共figure not shown兲.
We see from the plot that the C-terminal end of ␣1 and ␣2
show a twisted motion. In PC3, the turn 共residue number 13
and 14兲 shows a correlated motion, but in PC1, it shows a
twisted motion.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Unfolding pathway of ubiquitin

It is well established that ubiquitin, being a very small
single domain protein, has two distinct regions that display a
dramatic difference in dynamics upon mild denaturation.38,42
We had previously reported that the sequence of events leading to unfolding of ubiquitin under thermal denaturation proceeds via a transition state retaining the N-terminal hairpin
and the ␣-helix.41 The present study is more extensive. We
have recorded a total of 54 ns unfolding trajectory of ubiquitin. Surprisingly, the sequence of unfolding events more or
less remains the same as reported earlier,41 which is indicative of a well-defined unfolding pathway for the protein
ubiquitin.
The covariance matrix shows high level of interstrand
correlation. The plot of the maximum contribution of indi-
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vidual C␣ atoms to a particular principal component indicates that the local dynamics is highly anisotropic. The coefficients clearly show how local displacements of the main
chain can give rise to global dynamics. This has been shown
recently by Horner et al.42 and by Chung et al.50 using twodimensional IR spectroscopy and hydrogen exchange mass
spectrometry, respectively. Both these experimental techniques have suggested C-terminal end to be more dynamic
than the N-terminal end, and we report here the exact contacts that are lost during various points of the simulation. At
the initial stages of the unfolding, PC1 and PC2 contribute
significantly and one can see the uniform movement of the
N-terminal segment while that of the C-terminal segment is
anisotropic. Early opening of the ␤3 / ␤4 interface is also
indicated in Table I, where all the hydrogen bonds connecting the two sheets disappear rapidly. Opening of the ␤3 / ␤4
interface is accompanied by the rupture of the ␤3 / ␤5 interface. In PC2, the residues of C-terminal ␤ sheets show
movements in different directions leading to loss of contacts.
This indicates that the thermal perturbation allows amplified
configurational flexibility in the more weakly interacting
strands ␤3 – ␤5, which is similar to the events reported by
Chung et al.50 Horner et al.42 showed that in the “A” state
Gly53 – Gly76 has the highest degree of structural disorder,
while the segment Thr9 – Glu18 shows the least. In PC1 and
PC3, we indeed observe highly anisotropic movements in the
C terminus, while the N-terminal segment moves in a concerted manner.
After opening of the C-terminal portion of the protein,
dynamics move towards the N terminus. Initiation of denaturation of N-terminal part of the protein is demonstrated in
PC3 and PC4. The most important feature of PC3 is the
dynamics of the ␣-helix. In PC1 and PC2, the helical residues show correlated motions, but the exception occurs at
PC3. All the residues of the ␣-helix fluctuate in different
reference axes and in different directions, i.e., their movements are no longer isotropic. This leads to the partial unfolding of the ␣-helix. But complete unfolding of ␣-helix is
not observed in the simulation which is supported by the
presence of residual helical nature of the residues even at the
end of the simulation. This is in agreement with the hydrogen exchange mass spectrometry analysis by Horner et al.,42
where a partial protection in Pro19 – Gln34 segment was observed that contains the ␣-helix. The contribution of PC4
increases after 12 ns of simulation, showing large scale
movement of almost the entire chain. In PC3, the ␤1 and ␤2
strands have maximum amplitude motion along the same
axis but in opposite direction which gets reversed in PC4.
This indicates that, though there is large amplitude motion in
␤1 and ␤2 residues, the hairpin structure is retained. The
␤1 / ␤2 interface does not completely open up to a random
coil structure due the three stable native hydrogen bonds—
one between I3-L15 and the other two between V5-I13.
“The rise in thermal energy in the solvent and protein
allows increased configurational flexibility in the more
weakly interacting and partially denatured strands III–V. In
the second stage, the remaining hairpin involving the more
stable strands I and II unfolds.”50 We also observe here that
longer time scale is needed for N-terminal ␤ hairpin and the
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FIG. 5. Potential energy landscape of ubiquitin 共three state兲—threedimensional 共3D兲 representation. At the bottom of the 3D diagram, motion
of the Ubiquitin molecule in one of the three trajectories is projected as a
function of RMSD and Rg.

␣-helix to unfold, which is in good agreement with experimental data reported by Chung et al.50 C-terminal segment of
the protein exhibits faster motional character, while the
N-terminal segment shows slow movements which supports
the phenomenon presented by Horner et al.42 Amazingly, irregular allocation of the backbone elasticity is observed in
the non-native state of ubiquitin. This may be a significant
structural characteristic.42,51
B. Transition state ensemble of ubiquitin

Pathways of protein folding can be described by freeenergy diagrams. Usually, fraction of native contacts and radius of gyration are chosen as reaction coordinates. In the
present case, the potential energy of the protein at different
points of simulation is plotted 共as discussed in Sec. II兲 as a
function of RMSD and radius of gyration 共Rg兲, both of which
are loosely defined folding reaction coordinates 共Fig. 5兲.
Here, we have three basins of importance—native 共N兲, intermediate 共A兲, and unfolded 共U兲—in this potential energy surface. N state is represented by a sharp potential well; A state
is represented by a comparatively diffused and higher-energy
local minimum; whereas the U state cooperatively defines all
the other conformations, i.e., a collection of several microstates. There is a striking similarity between Fig. 5 and
the free-energy surface obtained by Qin et al.40 and Horner
et al.42 It is seen from the plot that the reverse activation
energy from U state to A state is negligible 共almost nonexistent兲. As a result, the possibility of having a particle in the
U state is very small as all tend to go to the lower-energy A
state which is almost identical to the conclusions drawn by
Horner.42 The unfolding of ubiquitin or the reverse process
will then be essentially a three-state 共i.e., native
→ intermediate→ unfolded兲 one. The transition state ensemble of the protein has two different ranges of Rg values—
one from 12 to 13 Å and the other from 13 to 14 Å 共obtained from the distribution curve of the population of states
in different ranges of Rg兲. These correspond to two types of
conformations—one with almost native-like character having
four beta sheets along with a partially denatured ␤3 / ␤4 hairpin and ␣-helix, while the other consists of a partially unfolded ␤1 / ␤2 hairpin and some residual helical nature in
␣-helix. All the above findings closely resemble the structures reported using  ,  analysis by Sosnick et al.52 The ⌬E
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one diffused low energy potential wells are observed both at
low and high RMSD and Rg values, indicating higher degrees of heterogeneity compared to ubiquitin. Consequently,
the transition state ensemble has no fixed conformation. The
transition state conformations have wide range of Rg
values—one from 9 to 10 Å, one from 10 to 11 Å, and the
other from 11 to 12 Å. The ⌬E between the native and lowest energy intermediate is 0.27 kJ/ mol and the ⌬E between
from the lowest energy intermediate and unfolded state is
9.28 kJ/ mol 共Fig. 6兲.
V. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 6. Potential energy landscape of melittin 共multistate兲—threedimensional representation.

between N and A states, obtained from Fig. 5 is
36.42 kJ/ mol, which is very close to the value
共35.00 kJ/ mol兲 suggested by Qin et al.,40 from their experimental observations.
C. Unfolding pathway of melittin

Two helices in melittin are different in order of their
stability as well as functions. The residues K7, V8, L9, and
T10 of ␣1 first participate in unfolding via a twisted motion
which is observed in PC1. The dynamics then moves to the
N terminus of ␣1 and the same kind of twisted motion is
observed in G3, A4, and V5 indicated in PC2. This kind of
motion drives the helical residues away from each other and
the hydrogen bond framework of ␣1 starts to break down.
Residues of ␣1 are only weakly correlated with the residues
of ␣2 共Fig. 4兲. As a result, the two helices unfold rather
independently. Thermal perturbation is carried to ␣2 through
the interhelix turn, mainly by L13 and P14, due to the
twisted movement of these residues indicated in PC1. Initiation of unfolding in ␣2 occurs at K21, R22, and R24. After
4 ns, the high correlated movement of the residues of ␣2
breaks the rigid H-bond framework of the helical structure
共Table III兲. Then the residual helical nature of ␣1 vanishes
共evident from PC3 which exhibits twisted motion at those
residues兲 and melittin unfolds to a complete random coil
structure. So, unfolding of the turn triggers the opening of
␣2. During the unfolding pathway, melittin undergoes a series of fluctuations. A particular part of the peptide, which
loses initially the secondary structural features, may suddenly gain it at any position of the process as is observed for
␣1.
D. Transition state ensemble of melittin

The same procedure is applied for melittin as done before for ubiquitin. The potential energy of the peptide is plotted as a function of RMSD and Rg 共Fig. 6兲. Though melittin
is a small peptide, its potential energy diagram is far more
complex than ubiquitin. Unlike ubiquitin, unfolding of melittin or the reverse process is not a three-state one. More than

We report here a method to describe the extent of movement of individual residues of a protein/peptide along the
unfolding pathway. Calculation of coefficient of principal
component can enable us to identify individual contribution
behind various dynamical phenomena in a molecule. We
have identified here the importance of dynamic correlations
among the residues of a protein or peptide during unfolding
from its native or bioactive structure to a random structure
having small or no similarity with the native organization.
Our work reveals both the direction and amplitude of motion
of a particular residue in the unfolding pathway which is a
completely new outcome of PCA. The potential energy mapping is validated by the experimental evidence of ubiquitin
using mass spectroscopy.42 Unfolding sequence of ubiquitin
is different in the simulation trajectories from that obtained
from mechanical perturbation,53–55 but resembles strongly
with experimental observations.50 From the potential energy
diagram, we can suggest that protein folding may be a twostate, three-state, or multi-state process, but that does not
necessarily depend on the dimension and structural diversity
of the protein or peptide. Ubiquitin, being a 76-residue
globular protein with different types of secondary structural
elements follow three-state process; whereas, for melittin
with two helices, helix-coil transition takes place via a complex multistate process. The advantage of the present method
is that the adopted procedures describe the process satisfactorily and enable us to have the complete detailing of the
process irrespective of the pathway adopted. In both cases,
the early stages of unfolding involved loss of long-range
hydrogen bonds connecting residues which are part of different secondary structures/loop regions. They are the “soft” or
“weak” spots of a protein structure that are likely to form at
the later stages of folding. Identification of these kinds of
contacts in a protein structure and replacing them with more
stable contacts such as disulphide linkage or salt bridge
might enhance the stability of a protein.
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